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The purpose of this document is to define all decision support information as report 

integration. For each business decision type, Business Science teaches us 

information requirements. Since we collect information by function, those 

requirements come from internal and external functional reports. For each decision 

type, those information requirements are cross-functional. In other words, for years 

owners have been supporting their business decisions by manually integrating 

information from their functional reports. They do not need to pay for a new system 

with its expensive information technology and consulting fees. TeamsWin has 

copyrighted technology or tools that will integrate their reports into an objective 

business model for a small service fee ($2,500 per month for most businesses or for 

five to seven reports). For more information about TeamsWin: www.teamswin.net . 

Business Decisions have Cross-Functional Impact 
Business decisions are the decisions that have cross-functional impact. Cross-

functional impact can probably best be described as decisions that impact 

profitability, quality and motivation: the Customer, Supplier and Owner views of 

the decision.  

Business Science Teaches Information Requirements 
Business decisions that impact quality, profitability and motivation, require cross-

functional report integration. In business school they teach us to analyze cross-

functional impacts to those three measurements (quality, profitability and 

motivation). So, if one looks at business science information requirements 

(decision support), it is easy to see they come from report integration.  

Information Requirements come from Report Integration 
Each report represents a specific viewpoint. For example: Sales reports and 

advertising present the current Customer’s view of the Company, while production 

and facilitation reports present the current internal and external Supplier’s view. 

Payroll and other human relation (HR) reports represent motivation. Because they 

only represent the current organization looking forward, HR reports present a future 

view of organization. Focused on the past, financial reports measure profitability.  

Examples of Views  
They are independent views. These separate views are the reason computing systems 

never try to cover more than one of these views. Because of their functional 

independence, for their description they require separate information organization. 

For example: a production control system (inventory, purchasing, receiving, 

requirements, completions, etc.) will always be a separate function and system than 

a facilitation system (shop floor control. property management, logistics, 

distribution, etc.). But, they all describe the same strategic business objects, and for 

years owners have been integrating those reports to see the big picture and analyze 

cross-functional impacts. 

http://www.teamswin.net/
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Owner’s Strategic Business Objects 
Functional reports organize function information for cross-functional integration. In 

other words, they organize functional information by the owner’s strategic business 

objects. But, each function organizes those business objects uniquely, the way that 

function views the big picture. Since the owner designed those reports for 

integration, it is easy for a business modeler to build an association that represents 

how the owner integrates those reports. Even though each function has their own 

unique view and organization structure, when seen with live data those structures 

describe the business to a layman or modeler so they can easily be associated. In 

other words because those views are general business standards, once the modeler 

sees the general business objects being described, it is easy to understand and relate 

the respective general business views of those objects. The same thing is true for 

the owner when he is using his business model. He can enter his model from any 

viewpoint like he is looking at a complete object from that viewpoint and using the 

association he can easily see information from all the systems ordered by that one 

viewpoint. Using a forecasting term, he can see all his cross functional rates and 

factors, and he can view them from as many viewpoints as he has reports or 

combinations of objects and objectives defined by those reports.  

Complete Understanding Requires Report Integration 
Strategic business objects are cross-functional. Each functional report has the potential 

to say a little about each strategic business object. So, a complete understanding of 

those objects and their relationships comes from integrating those reports by those 

objects and their objectives. Business decisions require complete understanding 

which requires report integration by the owners. 

 Summary: Decision Support is Report Integration 
The purpose of this document is to define all decision support information as report 

integration. For each business decision type, Business Science teaches us the 

information requirements. Those requirements come from internal and external 

functional reports. For each decision type, those information requirements are 

cross-functional. In other words, for years owners have been supporting their 

business decisions by manually integrating information from their functional 

reports.  They already have their business model hidden in their reports. They do 

not need to pay for a new system with its expensive information technology and 

consulting fees. TeamsWin has copyrighted technology or tools that will integrate 

their reports into an objective business model for a small service fee ($2,500 per 

month for most businesses or for five to seven reports). For more information: 

www.teamswin.net . 
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